La French Fab is the new inspiration for industry, supporting a more digitized and respectful industrial era, deeply committed to connect people, generations and territories, to design disruptive and innovative industrial solutions, to sustain concrete answers to today’s challenges, in France and abroad. This is the Solutions Revolutions by and with la French Fab.

Passionate about energy efficiency and limiting the impact on the environment, France is at the cutting-edge of the digital transition, leading the next eco-industrial transformation. With La French Fab, experience industry in a new way. Together, let’s inspire a new world.
FRANCE, PIONEER OF TOMORROW'S MOBILITY

3 Objectives
modernize daily transportation, implement new and ecological mobility, achieve a green and eco-responsible transition

Navya, French leader offering autonomous vehicle solutions, already operating in the US, France, Singapore and Norway

Europe’s #2 automotive industry

In one look: car industry in France

149,000 companies
990,000 direct & indirect jobs
€155BN turnover

#1 industry in France in number of patents
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